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Outline of the talk

I Review process
(lessons from this)

II Starting to write
(start writing!)

III Typical structure of a methodological paper
(what to put where)

IV Recommendations
(some issues to be considered)

V How to choose a journal
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I : Review process

Editorial office checks completeness (1-7 days)

Editor checks general interest and readability (1-7 days)

Associate Editor checks novelty and relevance (1-7 days)

More than 50% of the papers rejected at this stage

Associate Editor searches for referees (1-8 Weeks)

Referees read paper and comment on it (1-4 months)

Associate Editor proposes a decision (1-2 weeks)

Editor sends decision letter (1-2 weeks)

Another 30% rejected

Total time for 1st round of review process: 2-8 months

Every further round of refereeing: 2-6 months
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I : Review process

These are usual times which can be exceeded easily (voluntary work!)

Sometimes papers get stuck in the system.

Automatic messages / reminders are ignored because of a sheer overload.

Problems of writing: so what?

Express the novelty and interest of your paper from very beginning.

Work on the writing to explain your ideas and results properly.

Ask for status of your paper after more than 6 months.

Answer all comments by reviewers and editors to avoid many revisions.
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II: Starting to write

Identify a relevant problem, e.g., reading papers on modern applications.

Get an idea how to solve this problem, let it be a model, a method or
results on their properties.

Do a literature review on solutions to this problem (review articles?)

Identify the relevant community for your ideas, and keep it in mind.

Start writing down your ideas early.
Forces us to be clear, focused; crystallizes what we don’t understand;
avoids errors; eases communication with others.

Read and correct your paper repeatedly, possibly after a while.

Show your paper to your supervisor, colleagues and friends to get and
incorporate feedback.
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III : Typical structure of a methodological paper

Title

Abstract

Introduction

Methods

Theoretical results

Simulations

Data examples

Discussion

Literature

Appendix
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III : Typical structure of a methodological paper

Title: informative and attention-grabbing

Abstract: short and publicly available summary at expert level; write last!
What’s new here? What is actually achieved?

Introduction: describe setting and contents for a broader audience
Interest of general topic? Important recent developments? Motivation
and ultimate goal of this work?

Methods: detailed explanation of your approach
Why is it different to previous ones? How to implement it?
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III : Typical structure of a methodological paper

Theoretical results: properties of your methods
Explain assumptions, consequences and limitations of your results

Simulations: performance in finite samples, advantages, shortcomings
Explain the wood and not the trees, but do not overgeneralize

Data examples: explain how to apply your methods to real data

Discussion: brief summary: achievements, limitations, open problems

Literature: try to include all really important references

Appendix: proofs and additional simulation results
elaborate the conceptual steps of the proofs rather than technical details.
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IV: Recommendations on reasoning

Help potential readers extract the relevant information from the paper!

Identify your key idea clearly, nail your contributions early and precisely.

Consider presenting a special case / example which captures the main
ideas before the more complex general case.

Every paragraph needs an overall topic, established at its beginning.

Each sentence needs a topic or main idea, connecting consistently from
sentence to sentence.

Do not stuff too much information into one sentence or paragraph.

Use transitions to indicate opposition, agreement, cause and effect,
exemplification or illustration, etc.

Don’t jump from topic to topic.

Known information should come before new information.
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IV: Recommendations on writing

Don’t wait: write.

Be clear about what you’re trying to say.

Avoid empty phrases, don’t waste words on minor issues (concise writing).

Look up your facts and back up your statements with evidence.

Be precise in your use of adjectives (’good’, ’bad’ are too general).

Avoid too mechanical and repetitive writing.

Avoid labyrinths of implicit pointers like ’it’ and ’this’.

Don’t use words you don’t understand.

Be respectful, even when you disagree.

Read, absorb and use feedback.
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V: How to choose a journal

Contradicting objectives: publish quickly in high quality journals.

Look at journals in your list of references:

Is your research within their aims and scopes?

Are experts for your field of research in the editorial board?

Do they publish papers similar to yours concerning length, contents,
organization?

If all answers are ‘yes’: read instructions for authors carefully.
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